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Introduction
-

Some terminology

Biomass burning is a major disturbance in almost all terrestrial ecosystems
Wildfires significantly contribute to the emission of trace gasses in the atmosphere
Fires partially or completely remove the vegetation layer and affect post-fire vegetation composition
Burned surfaces are sensitive to nutirent leaching and soil erosion
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Remote sensing can offer regional to global fire regime assessments
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Post-fire effects terminology (Veraverbeke et al. 2010)
Global average annual burned area (after Mouillot and Field 2005)

Case 1: burned area mapping in SoCal (Veraverbeke et al. 2011a)

Case 2: Fire severity mapping in AZ (Veraverbeke et al. 2011b)
- A novel SWIR-MIR index to discriminate fire severity:

SSWIR

MIR

Spectral signatures of char, green vegetation, non-photosynthetic
vegetation and soil in the 0.7 to 4.0 μm region.

SMI map of the area (A) and corresponding
fire severity classification (B)

- Spectral separability (burned-unburned) measured by:

-Results show strong potential in combining MTIR data with the traditional NIR-SWIR region

Further outlook
- Assessing the potential of spectral indices, spectral mixture analysis and radiative transfer models
- Validation with field data
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